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A resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization study of the gerade excited states of \( \text{Xe}_2 \) with a \( \text{Xe}^1S_0^+ + \text{Xe}^*\,6s[3/2]_1 \) dissociation limit
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Low-lying gerade electronically excited states of the Xe dimer, viz., \( 1_g \) and \( 0_g^+ \), with a \( \text{Xe}^1S_0^+ + \text{Xe}^*\,6s[3/2]_1 \) dissociation limit have been investigated using two-photon resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization techniques. High resolution is achieved by using this method in combination with a supersonic expansion. Moreover, the mass-resolved ion detection used in the present experiments has led to the observation of both vibrationally well-resolved spectra and continuous features, allowing the bound and dissociative parts of the excited states to be investigated separately. All spectra have been measured under both linearly and circularly polarized excitation conditions, enabling an unambiguous assignment of the signals. On the basis of Franck–Condon calculations information on the potential energy curves of the bound and dissociative parts of the excited states has been obtained. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of weakly bound complexes involving rare gas atoms is interesting for both fundamental and practical reasons. First, transition states which play a key role in chemical reactions often show bonding characteristics similar to those found in such complexes.1 Secondly, detailed knowledge about excited states of van der Waals complexes containing rare gas atoms is helpful in understanding the chemical mechanisms occurring in a large variety of excimer lasers.2,3

A prototype example of a van der Waals complex is the Xe dimer. In the ground state of the dimer all valence orbitals deriving from \( 5p \) atomic orbitals are occupied. The potential energy curve is mainly dissociative with a shallow minimum at large internuclear distances. Excitation of a valence electron leads to states which may have bonding characteristics very different from that of the ground state. In fact, both bound and fully dissociative states can be addressed in this fashion.4–16

The study of excited states of van der Waals complexes is no trivial matter. Due to experimental difficulties in producing these complexes under isolated conditions, and in view of the generally rather poor Franck–Condon overlap between the weakly bound ground state and the excited states, detailed information about potential energy curves of these species has mostly become available during the last decade. A useful way of accessing excited states of van der Waals complexes is through one-photon absorption from the ground state. In view of the gerade character of the \( \text{Xe}_2 \) ground state such studies have produced ample information about its ungerade excited states,6,9,12,14,16 Gerade excited states, which can only be reached in a two-photon process,5–7,10,11,13,15 involving high-intensity lasers, have received considerably less attention.

Studies of gerade excited states of \( \text{Xe}_2 \) have been mainly restricted to Rydberg states with \( \text{Xe}^1S_0^+ + \text{Xe}^*\,5d\leftarrow\rightarrow\,5p \) and \( \text{Xe}^1S_0^+ + \text{Xe}^*\,6p\leftarrow\rightarrow\,5p \) dissociation limits.5–7,10,11,13,15 For many of these states potential energy curves have been studied in some detail. In contrast, information on gerade excited states with a \( \text{Xe}^1S_0^+ + \text{Xe}^*\,6s\leftarrow\rightarrow\,5p \) dissociation limit is still scanty,7,8

The two gerade excited states occurring in the energy region near the \( \text{Xe}^1S_0^+ + \text{Xe}^*\,6s[3/2]_1 \) dissociation limit, viz., \( 1_g \) and \( 0_g^+ \), have been addressed in previous experimental studies.7,8 These experiments have been carried out in a gas cell at ambient temperature with fluorescence detection. As a result, broad rotational structures and hot bands could not be avoided, leading to unresolved features in the excitation spectra for both electronic states. This difficulty was augmented by the use of fluorescence as a detection technique, because the fluorescence signal does not only depend on the excitation process, but also on the relaxation mechanisms. Since gerade states cannot fluoresce directly to the gerade ground state, the excitation spectra are expected to be strongly influenced by these relaxation processes. No information on the potential energy curves could be derived from these experiments.

In the present work the same \( 1_g \) and \( 0_g^+ \) excited states with a \( \text{Xe}^1S_0^+ + \text{Xe}^*\,6s[3/2]_1 \) dissociation limit are studied employing different experimental techniques by which the above problems could be circumvented. The measurements in the present study are performed under ideal conditions of complex isolation and low temperature which prevail in a pulsed supersonic expansion. High spectral resolution is obtained by combining this molecular beam method with two-photon resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI). The dependence of the signal intensities on the polarization of the excitation light is used for unambiguous assignments of the spectra. In addition, the use of mass-resolved ion detection allows for the separate investigation of the bound and repulsive parts of the \( 1_g \) and \( 0_g^+ \) potential energy curves, leading to new information about these potentials.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup is similar to the one used in previous multiphoton ionization studies,17 and therefore only a
summary will be given. The laser system consists of an ex-cimer pumped dye laser (bandwidth 0.08 cm\(^{-1}\)) which operated on the dye rhodamine 6G. The output of the dye laser is frequency-doubled in an autotracking unit equipped with a KDP crystal. The polarization of the frequency-doubled light, which is initially linear with a purity of 1000:1, can be modified continuously with a Pockels cell. Circularly polarized light can in this way be generated with a purity of 300:1.

For the alignment and adjustment of the Pockels cell the 8s' \([1/2]\), autoionizing resonance of atomic Xe was used, which can be reached by a three-photon absorption from the ground state. The one-photon energy for this transition is close to the one-photon energies used in the present study and its signal intensity strongly depends on the polarization of the excitation light. For absolute wavelength calibration the well-known optogalvanic spectrum of Ne, excited in a hollow-cathode lamp, was used. In this way the fundamental wavelength could be determined with an accuracy of 0.3 cm\(^{-1}\).

The laser beam is focused into a supersonic expansion generated by a General Valve Iota One System. Ions produced in the multiphoton ionization process are focused into the entrance of a quadrupole mass spectrometer, whose mass resolution can be adjusted. Adjustment of the resolution, however, also influences the ion transmission of the filter. Since the ion signals in the present study were very small, the filter was optimized for the transmission, which consequently resulted in a lower mass resolution. The different isotopes of Xe and Xe\(_2\) were therefore not resolved. Atomic and dimer ions, however, were easily separated. Ions of Xe\(_n\) with \(n \geq 3\) could not be detected, since their masses are outside the mass range of the quadrupole filter.

The excitation spectra appear to be strongly dependent on the expansion conditions. Changing these conditions resulted in either large background signals, which are attributed to larger clusters, or in a strong decrease of the dimer signal. The experimental parameters such as size of the pinhole, distance between the point of ionization and the nozzle, backing pressure, gas pulse duration, and timing of the laser pulse were carefully optimized in order to create an expansion with maximum dimer concentration and few larger clusters. Spectra shown in the present study are measured with a pinhole of 100 \(\mu\)m. Backing pressures of 0.5 bar for a pure Xe expansion or of 3 bar for an expansion of 5\% Xe seeded in He were used. Ionization was performed at a distance of more than 10 mm from the nozzle. The results to be described below indicate that under such expansion conditions a rotational cooling down to 3 K is achieved.

III. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 the (2+1) REMPI spectrum of the \(1_{\delta}^{\phantom{a}}\) electronic state of Xe\(_2\), with a Xe\(^1\)S\(_0^+\)+Xe\(^{\ast}\)S\(_6^+\)\([3/2]\), dissociation limit is presented. The spectrum, obtained by detecting dimer ions, shows a progression of about 25 discrete vibrational resonances. The progression starts at the low-energy side with small well-resolved transitions, which are slightly degraded to the red. Using an expansion of either pure Xe or a mixture of 5\% Xe seeded in He resulted in slightly different line shapes of the resonances. The signal intensities of the resonances increase monotonically with vibrational quantum number, reaching a maximum, and then decrease again. The spacing between the resonances decreases with vibrational quantum number, leading to overlapping resonances and finally to a nonresolved structure. At the high energy side of the spectrum the signal drops sharply and vanishes completely at a one-photon energy of 34 114.8 cm\(^{-1}\).

In Fig. 2(a) an excitation spectrum is presented which is obtained by detecting atomic ions. The atomic ions can be created via different mechanisms, the most likely of which will be discussed. First, atomic ions can be created by non-resonant three-photon ionization of nonclustered Xe atoms, which are abundantly present in the supersonic expansion. Secondly, they can arise from dissociation processes in the Xe dimer ion. For such a process to occur the Xe dimer has to be excited at least above the lowest dissociation limit of the dimer ion, which under the present experimental conditions can be achieved by the absorption of only three photons. Finally, they can be created in a direct photodissociation process. In such a process the dimer is excited by a two-photon absorption to a dissociative part of an electronically excited state and dissociates into a Xe atom in its ground state and a Xe atom in an excited state. The electronically excited fragment is subsequently ionized by the absorption of an additional photon, thus creating the Xe\(^{\ast}\) ions.

The two-photon energy in Fig. 2(a) is scanned from about 200 cm\(^{-1}\) below to about 1000 cm\(^{-1}\) above the Xe\(^1\)S\(_0^+\)+Xe\(^{\ast}\)S\(_6^+\)\([3/2]\), dissociation limit of the Xe dimer. The spectrum shows two broad features superimposed on a small background continuum. The two broad features are attributed to the \(1_{\delta}^{\phantom{a}}\) and \(0_{\delta}^{\phantom{a}}\) electronic states of Xe\(_2\), with a Xe\(^1\)S\(_0^+\)+Xe\(^{\ast}\)S\(_6^+\)\([3/2]\), dissociation limit, while the continuum is attributed to nonresonant ionization of Xe atoms.

The broad feature assigned to the \(1_{\delta}^{\phantom{a}}\) electronic state has intensity below as well as above the Xe\(^1\)S\(_0^+\)+Xe\(^{\ast}\)S\(_6^+\)\([3/2]\), dissociation limit. The structure below the limit shows much resemblance to the (2+1) REMPI spectrum of Xe\(_2\) given in Fig. 1(b). These atomic signals therefore originate via a
mechanism which starts with a two-photon transition in the dimer to bound vibrational levels associated with the $1_g$ electronic state. Atomic ions are subsequently formed by dissociation of the dimer ion. The signal above the dissociation limit is structureless and has an almost Gaussian line shape [FWHM (one-photon energy)$=112$ cm$^{-1}$]. These Xe$^+$ signals may arise from excitation of the dimer to dissociative parts of the $1_g$ electronic state and subsequent ionization of excited atomic fragments.

The second broad structureless feature, attributed to the $0_g^+$ electronic state, has also an almost Gaussian line shape [FWHM (one-photon energy)$=99$ cm$^{-1}$]. This atomic signal similarly arises via excitation to the dissociative part of the electronically excited state followed by dissociation and ionization processes. Our experimental results show no evidence for any bound character of this $0_g^+$ electronic state.

Superimposed on the $0_g^+$ structureless feature three narrow resonances are observed. These atomic signals have not been identified, but they probably arise from electronically excited atoms formed in dissociation processes. Since these signals are not thought to be associated with the $1_g$ and $0_g^+$ electronic states of the Xe dimer, no further attention will be given to them.

The spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) was measured under circularly polarized excitation conditions. By changing the polarization of the excitation light to linear, the spectrum depicted in Fig. 2(b) is observed. The shapes of the two broad features are identical under both polarization conditions. The intensities, however, depend on the polarization of the light. The signal attributed to the $1_g$ electronic state decreases as the polarization is changed from circular to linear: $S_{\text{cir}}/S_{\text{lin}} (1_g) = 1.51(0.2)$. Here $S_{\text{cir}}$ and $S_{\text{lin}}$ are defined as the signal intensity measured with circularly and linearly polarized excitation light, respectively. The $0_g^+$ state shows a different dependency on the polarization [$S_{\text{cir}}/S_{\text{lin}} (0_g^+) = 0.62(0.1)$]. The observation that the two broad features exhibit a different polarization dependence unambiguously shows that they derive from excitation of two different electronic states.

In Fig. 2(c) the (2+1) REMPI spectrum of the $1_g$ electronic state of Xe$_2$ is presented in the same energy range as Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Note that this spectrum was obtained by detecting dimer ions, whereas in the spectra shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) atomic ions were detected. By detecting atomic ions signal is observed below as well as above the Xe$^*$ $S_0$ + Xe$^*$ 6$s[3/2]_1$ dissociation limit. In contrast, when dimer ions are monitored, signal is only observed below the dissociation limit. The spectrum in Fig. 2(c) shows that excitation to dissociative parts of the $1_g$ and $0_g^+$ electronic states is not followed to a significant extent by ionization of the dimer. Apparently, under the present experimental conditions, the dissociation process is much faster than the ionization process.

IV. DISCUSSION
A. $1_g$ electronic state: Discrete spectrum

The experimental spectrum of the $1_g$ electronic state presented in Fig. 1 shows a long vibrational progression. This generally indicates that the potential energy curve of the excited state has an equilibrium distance markedly different from that of the ground state. Since the intensities of the resonances decrease smoothly and finally vanish completely in going to lower vibrational levels, the first observed resonance cannot automatically be assigned to $v' = 0$. Isotope splittings in such cases can be a useful tool for the determination of an absolute quantum numbering. Since isotope splittings are not resolved in the present experiments an alternative approach based on energy positions and intensities of the resonances was adopted.

For the description of the potential energy curve of the $1_g$ excited state a simple Morse curve was assumed. The shape of this potential is defined by the constants $\omega_e$ and $\omega_s X_e$, while its position is determined by $T_e$ and $R_e$. The anharmonicity constant $\omega_s X_e$ of the excited state potential can be obtained from our experimental results using a Birge–Sponer plot, since for such an analysis an absolute vibrational quantum numbering is not necessary. For any chosen absolute vibrational numbering the constants $\omega_e$ and $T_e$ can be derived from the energy positions of the vibrational components. This choice therefore completely determines the shape of the Morse potential. The remaining parameter re-
causal to fix the position of the Morse curve is the location of its minimum at internuclear distance $R_e$.

For any given vibrational numbering the value of $R_e$ can be optimized by considering the Franck–Condon factors between the lowest vibrational level associated with the ground state of the dimer and the vibrational levels of the $1_g$ excited state. The $v'^{\text{g}} = 0$ vibrational wave function of the ground state is calculated analytically using known Morse parameters.\textsuperscript{21,22} The vibrational wave functions associated with the $1_g$ state can be calculated if a value of $R_e$ is assumed. The relevant Franck–Condon factors can now be computed numerically, and by introducing Gaussian and/or Lorentzian line shapes the experimental spectrum can be simulated. The value of $R_e$ is adjusted until the best least-squares agreement between experimental and calculated spectra is achieved.

Two calculations have been performed. In the first calculation all observed resonances are employed in the least-squares fit, leading to an assignment of the first vibrational feature (marked with an asterisk in Fig. 1) as $v' = 5$ and the Morse potential parameters given in Table I. The calculated spectrum using this Morse potential energy curve is shown in Fig. 1(a). In the second calculation, on the other hand, only the first 12 observed resonances are fitted. Excellent agreement between experimental and theoretical Franck–Condon factors is now obtained when the first vibrational component is assigned to $v' = 4$. The Morse curve and its associated parameters are given in Fig. 3 and Table I, respectively.

The results of these two calculations indicate that the description of the $1_g$ potential with a Morse curve is reasonably good for intermediate distances, but shows some inadequacies at both small and large internuclear distances. In the first calculation, in which effectively the complete range of accessible internuclear distances is of importance, these inadequacies lead to a nonrandom distribution of the residuals of the energy levels, a faster drop of the intensity at the high-energy side of the calculated spectrum than in the experimental spectrum, and a significant difference between the dissociation limit of the Morse potential (68 221.8 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) (Ref. 21) and the limit determined from the experimental spectrum (68 229.6 cm\textsuperscript{-1}). The fact that a simple Morse potential does not exactly describe the potential curve of the $1_g$ electronic state manifests itself in the second calculation, where only intermediate internuclear distances are probed, in the simulation of the complete spectrum using the parameters determined from this fit. Here, the simulated Franck–Condon factors of higher vibrational levels are underestimated indicating that the repulsive part of the real potential at small internuclear distances is steeper than that described by the Morse curve. Despite the fact that the true potential is not known in every detail, a $v' = 4 \pm 2$ assignment of the lowest observed vibrational component would appear reasonable.

In the analysis of the experimental spectrum the position and integrated intensities of the vibrational resonances have been used. The widths and line shapes of these resonances contain, however, also information on the excited state. Analysis of the experimental spectrum shows that the widths are almost identical for all observed vibrational components and that the resonances are slightly degraded to the red. In principle the widths and line shapes depend on both isotope

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Assignmect to lowest observed resonance & Resonances used in spectral analysis & $T_v$ (cm\textsuperscript{-1}) & $\omega_v$ (cm\textsuperscript{-1}) & $\omega_v \chi_v$ (cm\textsuperscript{-1}) & $R_e$ (bohr) \\
\hline
$v' = 5$ & all & 68 073.8(3) & 9.21(0.4) & 0.13(0.01) & 10.19(0.08) \\
$v' = 4$ & first 12 & 68 082.0(1.5) & 9.10(0.3) & 0.140(0.01) & 10.12(0.08) \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Molecular constants for the $1_g$ state with a Xe\textsuperscript{1}S\textsubscript{0} + Xe\textsuperscript{*} 6s[3/2]\textsubscript{1} dissociation limit using Morse potentials obtained by least-square fits to both energy positions and intensities of the vibrational resonances of the discrete spectrum.}
\end{table}
effects and rotational structures. The calculated broadening due to unresolved isotope structure (<0.5 cm⁻¹) is considerably smaller than the experimentally observed width (FWHM=1.5 cm⁻¹), indicating that the resonances are predominantly affected by rotational structure. This is also confirmed by the fact that the shapes and widths were found to be dependent on the expansion conditions, which in effect determine the rotational temperature. Moreover, the observed red-degraded line shapes can be simulated quite well assuming a (3Π→1Σ⁺) transition (vide infra) and using the rotational constant estimated from the potential energy curve based on the \( v' = 4 \) assignment. The rotational structures therefore confirm the earlier notion that the equilibrium distance of the molecule in the excited state is larger than that in the ground state.

B. \( 1_g \) and \( 0_g^\circ \) electronic states: Continuous spectra

The spectra in which atomic ions are detected [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)] derive from the dissociative parts of the dimer potential energy curves. These curves of the \( 1_g \) and \( 0_g^\circ \) electronic states above the \( \text{Xe}^1S_0 + \text{Xe}^* \) dissociation limit are determined using Franck–Condon analyses. In these analyses the Franck–Condon factors between the ground state \( v'' = 0 \) vibrational wave function and the continuum vibrational wave functions of the excited states are calculated. The vibrational wave functions of the excited states are obtained at energies starting just above the dissociation limit to a thousand wave numbers above it. The ground state wave functions are again analytically calculated using known Morse parameters. In the analyses of the excitation spectra it is assumed that the atomic signal is proportional to the Franck–Condon factors between the ground and excited state vibrational wave functions of the dimer.

Using the Morse potential curve for the \( 1_g \) electronic state determined from the discrete part of the spectrum to simulate the continuum part a rather large disagreement with the experimental spectrum is found. This disagreement is expected since, as has already been concluded from the discrete spectrum, the repulsive part of the Morse potential at small internuclear distances is not steep enough. Therefore, a simple \( A^6-B \) potential, in which the parameters \( A \) and \( B \) serve to mimic the repulsive part of the real potential, is used. Excellent agreement is found for \( A = 2.72 \times 10^{13} \) cm⁻¹ and \( B = 195 \) cm⁻¹, as can be seen in Fig. 4. The curve, which is shown in Fig. 3, gives an indication of the position and steepness of the real potential energy curve just above the dissociation limit.

For the \( 0_g^\circ \) electronic state with a \( \text{Xe}^1S_0 + \text{Xe}^* \) dissociation limit no evidence of bound character is found. The spectrum, therefore, is analyzed using a very simple analytical function which is completely dissociative (\( A^- \)) and which for large internuclear distances approaches the correct dissociation limit. Very good agreement between simulated and experimental spectra is found for \( n = 6 \) and \( A = 1.63 \times 10^8 \) cm⁻¹ Bohr⁻¹ as is shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4](image-url) Two-photon excitation spectrum of \( \text{Xe}_2 \) by detecting atomic \( \text{Xe}^+ \) ions above the \( \text{Xe}^1S_0 + \text{Xe}^* \) dissociation limit. The experimental continuous spectrum (---) is given together with the simulated continuous spectra (--) of both the \( 1_g \) and \( 0_g^\circ \) states. The energy scale on the \( x \) axis is relative to the dissociation limit.

In summary, the potential energy curves above the dissociation limit of the \( 1_g \) and \( 0_g^\circ \) electronic states can be described quite well by simple analytical functions. It has to be kept in mind, however, that these potentials are established for internuclear distances at which there is Franck–Condon overlap with the \( v'' = 0 \) ground state wave function. The real potentials outside this Franck–Condon region may well show deviations from this behavior.

C. Assignments

In a simple one-electron picture excited states of the \( \text{Xe}_2 \) dimer can be described by an ionic core with a Rydberg electron. States with \( \text{Xe}^1S_0 + \text{Xe}^* \) (6s, 6s', 6p') dissociation limits, which are of interest in the present study, form the lowest members of Rydberg series converging to the six lowest ionic states with \( \text{Xe}^1S_0 + \text{Xe}^+ \) \((2P_{3/2}, 2P_{1/2})\) dissociation limits. The Rydberg electron of these molecular excited states is of \( 6s\sigma_g \) symmetry. In Fig. 5 a diagram is presented in which molecular states derived from dimer electronic configurations are correlated to molecular states derived from the appropriate dissociation limits. The electron configurations considered in the diagram involve excitation of a 5p\( \sigma_u \), 5p\( \pi_g \), 5p\( \pi_u \), or 5p\( \sigma_v \) valence electron to the lowest unoccupied molecular \( 6s\sigma_g \) orbital. Dissociation limits with one atom in the ground state and one atom with a 5p electron excited to the lowest unoccupied atomic orbital (6s) are included.

On the left-hand side in the diagram molecular states are given using Hund’s case (a) notation \( [2S+1\Lambda(\Omega^{(q)})] \). The ordering of these excited states as well as that of the ionic states has been drawn schematically for an internuclear distance which is equal to the equilibrium distance of the ground state and has been obtained from the study of Ermler et al. On the right-hand side the molecular states are con-
FIG. 5. Correlation diagram between molecular dimer states at a distance corresponding to the equilibrium distance in the ground state and in the separated atom approximation.

sidered in the separated atom limit. Here, the atomic states are given using both LS coupling ($^2S^+ + L_J$) and $j_l$ coupling [$nll'(j_{core} + l_{Rydberg electron})$] notation.

In the Xe dimer only $\Omega$, the projection of the total electronic angular momentum on the internuclear axis, rather than $\Lambda$ and $\Sigma$ separately, is a well-defined quantum number. In the diagram electron states derived from electronic states are therefore adiabatically correlated using only $\Omega_{g/u}$. The diagram might seem to suggest that the excited states of the Xe dimer can be described by a single electron configuration. Such a description will in general not be valid since states with identical values of $\Omega_{g/u}$ can mix. Moreover, it should be stressed that in the correlation diagram only electron configurations with a spin triplet character, 7 is spin-forbidden. The signals observed in the separated atom limit. Here, the atomic states can be excited from the $0^+\Sigma$ ground state. 28 Since the ground state of the Xe dimer is mainly described by the $1\Sigma^+ (0^+_g)$ wave function, the transition to the $1\Sigma^+ (0^+_g)$ ground state. Consequently, the dissociation limit of the completely dissociative state can therefore be assigned as a $0^+_g$ state. Consequently, the bound state has to be a $1\Sigma^+ (0^+_g)$ state.

We thus have now established the quantum numbers of the excited states: $\Omega_g$ (bound state) = 1$\Sigma^+$ and $\Omega_g$ (dissociative state) = 0$^+_g$. It now remains to choose the correct dissociation limits. For the bound state the dissociation limit determined from the experimental spectrum is 68 229.6 cm$^{-1}$. This value agrees perfectly with the limit determined from the dissociation energy $D^0_g$ of the dimer ground state 21 and the excitation energy of the 6$s\sigma_s$ Rydberg electron. It can therefore be concluded that the bound $1\Sigma^+$ excited state has a Xe $1\Sigma^+ (0^+_g)$ dissociation limit.

For the completely dissociative state a continuous spectrum is observed for two-photon energies between 68 500 and 69 000 cm$^{-1}$. Since the dissociation limit of this electronic state must be lower in energy, its limit is either Xe $1\Sigma^+ (0^+_g)$ or Xe $1\Sigma^+ (0^+_g)$ dissociation limit. The combination of Xe $1\Sigma^+ (0^+_g)$ or Xe $6\Sigma^+ (0^+_g)$ does not result in a $0^+_g$ state. Consequently, the dissociation limit of the completely dissociative $0^+_g$ state has to be Xe $1\Sigma^+ (0^+_g)$ dissociation limit.
mixing of states with the same values of $\Omega_{s/u}$. Nevertheless, in first approximation, in which such mixing is assumed to be small, the diagram in Fig. 5 suggests that the bound $1_g$ state has predominantly $^3\Pi(1_g)$ character, while the dissociative $0_g^+$ state is correlated with the $^3\Pi(0_g^+)$ state. Within the single-electron configuration picture both states would consequently have a $^3\Sigma^+(1/2_g)$ ionic core. The potential energy curve of this ionic state has recently been calculated.\textsuperscript{27} The predicted potential is mainly dissociative apart from a shallow well with a depth of 78 cm\textsuperscript{-1} at an internuclear distance $R_e = 12$ bohr. The potentials of the $1_g$ and $0_g^+$ states determined in the present study are different from this potential.

When we assume less stringent conditions on the description of the $1_g$ and $0_g^+$ states by allowing for configuration mixing within the $6s\sigma_g$ complex, the diagram shows that also configurations with a $^3\Sigma^+(1/2_g)$ ionic core can be of importance. For this state calculations predict a potential with a dissociation energy of 242 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and an equilibrium distance of 10.0 bohr.\textsuperscript{27} As far as the bound $1_g$ state is concerned, these numbers would seem to suggest a better agreement with a description in terms of a $^3\Sigma^+(1/2_g)$ ionic core. More information about the description of the two states might be obtained with photoelectron spectroscopy.

The potential energy curves of the $1_g$ and $0_g^+$ states have been investigated in a few theoretical studies.\textsuperscript{24,25} At large internuclear distances the results from those studies were in qualitative agreement. For the $1_g$ state some bound character was predicted with a minimum in the potential at about 8 bohr, whereas for the $0_g^+$ state a fully dissociative potential was obtained as long as the state is described as an ion core with a $6s\sigma_g$ Rydberg electron. The results of these calculations agree reasonably well with those of the present study. A more detailed comparison, however, reveals that the bound region of the $1_g$ potential is not described completely correctly by theory and that the theoretical potentials are shifted to slightly smaller internuclear distances.

**V. CONCLUSIONS**

The present study shows that electronically excited states of weakly bound species can be studied in detail using REMPI combined with mass-resolved ion detection. High resolution was achieved by using narrow band laser light and ideal experimental conditions created in a supersonic expansion enabling the observation of vibrationally well-resolved excitation spectra of the Xe dimer.

In the present study two gerade electronically excited states, viz., $1_g$ and $0_g^+$, with a Xe$^1S_0$+Xe$^8$ $6s[3/2]$ dissociation limit have been studied. The excitation spectra have been measured under both linearly and circularly polarized excitation conditions. Using the dependence of the signal intensities on the polarization of the light, an unambiguous assignment of the signals observed in the present experiment could be given. By using mass-resolved ion detection the bound and dissociative parts of the potential energy curves could be investigated separately. Vibrational structure was only observed for the $1_g$ state. Transitions from the ground state to dissociative parts of the potential energy curves were detected for both electronic states. On the basis of Franck–Condon calculations information on both the bound $(1_g)$ and dissociative $(1_g,0_g^+)$ parts of the potential energy curves have been obtained. From our experiments we conclude that the $1_g$ electronic state is a bound state, whereas our spectra show no evidence for any bound character for the $0_g^+$ state.
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